
<h2>Vintage Metal Lunch Boxes: Nostalgia Meets Cultural Chronicle</h2>

<p>From the first Mickey Mouse lunch kit, produced in 1935, through to the last Rambo 
collectible metal lunch box, produced in 1987, these collectibles appeal on two levels. 
Personally, they call to mind memories of school days for many generations. Culturally, they 
reflect the values, graphic styles, and popular celebrities and interests of the period when they 
were produced.</p>

<strong>Starting a beginning vintage lunch box collection</strong>

<p>Seasoned collectors recommend learning the value of old metal lunch boxes by watching 
online sales. Online sales provide a tutorial on how character and non-character designs rank in 
popularity, and how they are valued.</p>

<p>With that knowledge in hand, collectors recommend beginning to build a collection of old 
lunch boxes that are in good condition with designs and characters at the mid- to low end of the 
popularity scale. Vintage lunch boxes in this category fluctuate in value to some degree in 
relation to the overall state of the economy, but they tend to hold their value within that 
range.</p>

<p>Having gained some knowledge of how the characters and designs are valued, beginning 
collectors can look for lunch boxes online, at garage and estate sales, and at second-hand and 
vintage stores that are undervalued. Beginning collectors also can buy lunch boxes at times when 
the economy has caused the value of these collectibles to drop.</p>

<strong>Building a stronger metal lunch box collection</strong>

<p>To acquire more popular and harder to find lunch boxes, beginning collectors should wait 
until the value of the lunch boxes they have purchased go up. They should then then sell some of 
them to acquire the funds to purchase or bid on more popular designs or lunch boxes that are in 
better condition than the ones that they initially purchased.</p>

<p>Another way to increase the value of a beginning collection is to try to purchase lunch boxes 
together with the matching thermos if there was one. If only the thermos or lunch box is for sale, 
buy it, and then try to find the missing piece to create the complete set. Try to match thermoses 
and lunch boxes that are similar in condition.</p>

<strong>How are collectible metal lunch boxes rated by condition?</strong>

<p>Vintage metal lunch boxes are rated by condition ranging from grade 10 to grade 1. The 
grading scale is as follows:</p>

<ul>
<li>Grade 10 -- a new, mint condition vintage lunch box with no damage and with the original 
tags and packaging</li>



<li>Grade 9 -- almost mint condition, may have wear on the bottom from contact with a shelf but 
no wear of damage on the front or back, the original tags and packaging may be missing</li>
<li>Grade 8 -- surfaces retain their shine, may have minor scuffs or scratches but no major 
scratches or dents, looks almost new</li>
<li>Grade 7 -- surfaces show minor fading with minor scratches but no major dents or 
scratches</li>
<li>Grade 6 -- color and shine of interior and exterior still good but shows signs of use with 
some scratches and minor dents but little to no rust</li>
<li>Grade 5 – Surfaces faded with very visible dents and scratches, may have light rust on 
exterior or interior</li>
<li>Grade 4 – Surfaces very bad, especially on the side most often in contact with a shelf or 
lunch room table, most of the design should still be visible but marred by rust, scratches, and 
dents</li>
<li>Grade 3 – not usually in acceptable condition for collections, surfaces show significant 
scratches, rust, and dents</li>
<li>Grade 2 – major scratches, dents, and rust; latch or handle may be missing; may not close 
properly</li>
<li>Grade 1 – does not work or is unusable due to missing parts, surface so badly damaged that 
design is difficult to identify</li>
<li>Lunch boxes grade 6 or above lose 0.5 of a grade for a missing thermos wire holder, but no 
deduction is made for lunch boxes grade 5 or lower.</li>
</ul>


